1992 Honda Motorcycles RS 200 - RS 250 R SPL
RS 250 R SPL
Paris, 17 March
Lot sold
USD 23 269 - 28 558
EUR 22 000 - 27 000 (listed)
Year of manufacture 1992
Chassis number 9220023
Condition Original condition
Location
Motorcycle type Race
Colour Other

Description
No registration (Track use only)
Private-entrant competition specification
Rare and very exclusive
SPL igntion kit fitted
Developed in 1984 by Honda, the RS 250 R was built specifically for racing in the 250cc class of the Motorcycle World
Championship. Powered by a vee-twin developing 82bhp at 11,500rpm, it was only for private entrants, the works teams using the
RS 250 RW and NSR 250.
In 1992 Honda announced a new RS 250 R which would only be produced for a year, with just a handful being made. The bike
presented here is one of these rare Type NF5s to have survived in original order to this day. The design features a reversed front
fork, twin swinging arms and three-spoke APOMA magnesium wheels. This particular example has the SPL ignition kit which gives
extra performance by allowing the engine to rev safely to 12,700rpm. This was exactly the specification of Jean-Michel Bayle’s
Honda as ridden at Magny-Cours in the 1992 French Motorcycle Grand Prix, and the bike also has the same emblematic Rothmans
livery.
In the collection of a knowlegeable enthusiast, the Honda has participated in historic racing in recent years before being displayed
in the owner’s sitting room. It will be sold with all the period technical information specific to this exclusive model, and is ready to
take to the track again.
This car will be sold during an auction sale organized by AGUTTES Auction House.
It will take place in Paris, at the Espace Champerret, France, on March the 17th, 2019.
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The digital catalog is available on our website
https://www.aguttes.com/html/infos.jsp?id=96052&&setLng=en
Please contact us for any further details.
Phones numbers:
+ 33 616 914 228
+33 147 459 301
Aguttes

Title Mr
First name Gautier
Last name Rossignol
164 bis, avenue Charles de Gaulle
Neuilly-sur-Seine
92200Neuilly-sur-Seine
France
Phone +33-147459301
Fax +33-147455431
Mobile phone +33-616914228
https://www.aguttes.com/
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